Invitation of revised submission
Andrew Wickert (Editor)

Editor comment on "dh2loop 1.0: an open-source Python library for automated processing and classification of geological logs" by Ranee Joshi et al., Geosci. Model Dev. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-2020-391-EC1, 2021

Following three positive reviews, I invite Joshi and coauthors to provide a revised manuscript. There seems to be consensus that much of your good content is obfuscated by labored and overly lengthy text, and that the referees have put some significant effort into helping you towards improving your work.

Referee #2 brings up a good point about the fit of this paper into GMD. I agree that this would, on its own, be a somewhat strange fit. However, this package is part of the larger "Loop 3D" geological modeling platform, and as such, the subject-matter inconsistency is outweighed by the advantage of having this data-processing tool contained within the same Special Issue as the modeling tools that will employ these data.

Upon receipt of your revised version, I will make a decision about whether I am able to assess the new manuscript myself, which will provide a short review, or whether I have uncertainties that could better be addressed by the knowledgeable referees.